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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The threads of Negro music can be found throughout the
entire American society. Functionally, Negro music has had
almost as profound an Influence In the life of white people
as It has had In that of the Black race. Music has provided
the American people with a documentary of social comment,
criticism and protest from the Negro people. Music produced
by American Blacks has been a social process, conscious at
times and unconscious at others, which has been effective In
altering the functional relations between Negro and white
Individuals and groups. Black music Is providing an effective
social device for channelling Into nonviolent, creative action,
the energy which legitimate discontent. Impatience and often
anger.
Negro music requires precise definition. One may
exercise the definition developed by Maud Cuney-Hare:
Consisting of three main facets - A folk
music, sacred and secular. In the socio¬
logical tradition, music takes another
dimension: It consists of that complex of
(1) ancestry, the psycho-social, political,
and moral heritage and environment which
Is constituted by problems and conditions
of slavery; (2) the status, the social
goals and the organizational, moral,
political, cultural and economic
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climate provided by non-Blacks; (3) the
amount of Intergroup interaction and
(4) the geography.^
One of the most interesting ways of analyzing the
events in the earlier part of this century is to study the
themes of Black music. Here are found evidences of the
brutality and violence that Blacks had perpertrated against
them; the "rotten” treatment In prison, the loss of loved
ones and various forms of punishment. Through the music one
learns something of the psychological feelings toward each
other. (I.e., Paul Robeson, one of the first Black musical
artists to use the stage as means of protest; Aretha Franklin
sings lyrics explaining her attitude towards various themes.)
Ramsey Lewis, a gifted musician, has always felt that
even after man learned how to'talk he never lost the memory
of the primeval heartbeat, or the birds or the breezes or all
the animals he came to know so long ago. And that memory
drew man to music and to the noises and rhythms of music,
because music expressed something from the very beginnings
of his time on earth. And music still expresses these things
and, as a result, draws all the most basic emotions from far
Inside man. And probably, without music much of what we know
as society would rot and fall away.^
^Maud Cuney-Hare, "Musical Pioneers." International
Library of Negro Life and History (New York, 1967), p. 698.
^Ramsey Lewis, "Upend Ni Pamoja," Columbia Records,
1972.
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It is difficult to determine the period in which Negro
Song first assumed a definite character in America, because
there were no successful attempts to collect any Negro Songs
before 1840.^
Host primitive peoples (e.g., simple living peoples
not referring to uncivilized) were familiar with the concept
that "Sound forms the basis of reality in the universe."
Through music, man, since his beginnings has striven to emu¬
late his gods and to evoke the moment of creation. Primitive
man sings, only when he has something definite to express.
When a foreign song is Introduced, the singer wants to first
know what the song is all about. He refuses to sing as a mere
convention or to sing in pure imitation another man's song.
Loving, playing, mocking, greeting, giving thanks, engaging
in worship, lullabylng a new child, public ceremonies,
weather, and hunting are only a few of a very long list of
functions.
At the turn of the century most Negroes lived in the
rural areas of the South, but by 1914, masses of Negroes
began to move to the Northern industrial cities such as
Detroit, New York, and Chicago. For the first time, after and
during these mass flights to the North, Negroes were spread
out throughout this country. To many Negroes, urban living
was a completely foreign idea. They had come from all over
the South, into the Northern ghettos. Leaving behind the
^John W. Work, American Negro Songs (New York, 1940) ,
p. iii
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life as sharecroppers and farmers looking to find the "gold
ladden streets" of the North. Whole families occupied the
j
flats or rooming houses, working as shoe shine boys, elevator
attendants and looked upon as feeble-minded boys. With the
migration to the North, came the music of the South. You
could hear the blues and Jazz In the "gut-bucket" cabarets
where the lower-class went. The blues changed with the North¬
ward migration Indicating a change In the Negro life style
and a psychological realignment with society.
Statement of Problem
This thesis seeks an exploratory and a descriptive
approach to the complex relationship that exists between
music and patterns of behavior found among forty-five (45)
Black teenagers who live In the Southeastern and Northeastern
parts of the United States. Since the number of respondents
Is somewhat small and studies of the relationships that exists
between behavior, attitude development, and music are Infre¬
quently reported. In the psychological, soclologlcal/anthro-
polltlcal literature, no attempt will be made to test refined
hypothesis In the strictest empirical sense of the word.
Instead, attention will be devoted to conveying to the reader
(1) social and personal profiles of teenagers; (2) type of
relationship patterns formed among adolescents; (3) type of
musical exposure; (4) record collections; and (5) felt
associated-affective qualities of music.
It Is hoped that this Investigation will provide the
social, psychological and musical disciplines with hypotheses
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and bases for future oriented studies In the areas of the
soclo-muslco relationships which are quite evident In our
society.
The above, while constituting the basic objective of
this study. Is not to be taken to Imply that this study does
not attempt to answer certain basic questions which may shed
some light on the patterns of adolescent behavior and self-
image. It Is hoped, therefore, that this study will Illuminate
some of the following questions:
1. What are the musical styles of teenagers?
2. What are the types of media (e.g. radio,
television, records and tapes) through
which teenagers "come to" (l.e. become
exposed) music?
3. In what ways are teenagers affected by
the music they listen to?
4. How much time do adolescents spend with
music?
5. In what light do teenagers view their
self-esteem?
6. In what ways are companionship valued?
7. How do teenagers spend their leisure time?
This writer has had no doubts In mind that there
exists a complementary relationship between the musical per¬
former and the masses of people receiving the musical
stimulus. It must be noted at this point that the musical
directive serves a continuous stimulus response: (1) to keep
the masses of people abreast of the cultural response to
social phenomena; and (2) to give In a "feed-back" type
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syndrome to the musical performers who In turn Internalize
this Input from the masses, and at a later time the Input Is
channelled Into a form of a musical composition.
Definition of Terms
In a study such as this. It becomes necessary to define
terms so that the reader may be able to construct a proper
working frame of reference.
Adolescent Behavior - refers to the patterns of Inter-
reactlons found among Black teenagers ages twelve to nineteen.
Adolescent Behavior Is also referring to teens response(s) to
musical stimuli.
Musical Stimuli - refers to covert conditions under
which music affects, alters and/or changes adolescents' llfe-
style(s) through the lyric or rythmic Intonation (l.e., drawn
out sounds).
Musical Styles - refers to the mode of expressions In
which musicians fashion their compositions.
Self-Image - refers to the method(s) In which adoles¬
cents perceive their total behaviorisms.
Self-esteem - connotates a belief In oneself.
Soclo-Muslco - refers to the relationship combining a
sociological approach that seeks to evaluate relationships
from a musical frame of reference.
Importance of the Study
Soclo-muslcal analysis Is by no means a novel approach
In studying human Interrelationships. Through a musical
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analysis, one may gather facts that may have otherwise escaped
recognition totally.
Black music finds Itself dealing with the everyday and
how to get through it and to the other side. The miracles
million dollar seller "I got to dance to keep from crying,”
is not only a song but the culture Itself. There are many
songs about love triumphant. "I feel good...l got you...,"
the "Score,” the together self, at one and in love and swing¬
ing, flying God-like. But a differently realized life-triumph
than in the older more formally religious songs. The Jordans,
the Promised Lands. There are many songs about money, e.g.
James Brown's "I Got Money...now all I need is love," Curtis
Mayfield's "Super Fly (Gurtom CRS8014ST)" is primarily poli¬
tical in nature. The sound track music from the popular movie
of the same name, a film that details the life and career of
a Black man in New York, who earns his money dally as a
cocaine hustler. The music is more specifically anti-drugs
than the philosophical content of the movie.
Since the 1950's when Mr. Mayfield was the prime
mover in the singing group called the Impressions, Curtis
showed his strength in his compositions. "Super Fly," solidly
percussive, muscular in harmonic patterns and consistently
adventurous in the shaping of hand clapping, heart beating
rhythms. Mayfield squeezed words and phrases into spaces
musically as considered difficult by many. What appears to
happen is that his songs do not always rest comfortably in
the meter framework he structures and thus creating tension
in his music.
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Super Fly offers an extended statement on the Black
condition and experience In America. Without preaching or
patronizing "Super Fly" spells out the manner In which drugs
are used by whites to control and divide Blacks. The title
piece Is a triumph of driving Black Urban sophistication,
glittering brass section, working clean and sharp on top on
crisp cymbal splashes.
Negroes have been sifting their sorrows In songs like
this for centuries. It started out, says the late Mahalla
Jackson, with the groans and moans of the people In the cotton
fields, men selling watermelons and vegetables on a wagon,
drawn by a mule, hollering watermellllon with a cry In their
voices. And the men on the railroad track laying cross ties--
everytlme they hit the hammer It was with a sad feeling but
with a beat.
The popular song provides a conventional, conversational
language for use In dating and courtship.^ One whose highly
stylized and repetitious rhetorical forms and symbols are con¬
fined to the expression and manipulation of a narrow range of
values.
The whole of this symbolic universe will have been
reinterpreted. Its meaning reduced from an abstract conven¬
tional possibility to a concrete, completed personal experience
In the course of this continuous translation of cultural
^Donald Horton, "The Dialogue of Courtship In Popular
Songs," American Journal of Sociology, LXII (May, 1957), p. 569
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patterns of rhetoric into personal expression, the songs,
like other formulas of personal communication, may promote a
sense of identity.
Observation reveals that individuals do participate in
different musical events, states anthropologist John Szwed,
even though they see them as mutually exclusive, serves as a
warning that our present understanding of Afro-American cate¬
gories may be Incomplete and even superficial.^
Norman Whitten contends that what is needed now is a
conceptual framework in which changes and retentions of
musical style and context can be understood within a synthesis
of social and cultural change. Such a framework would take
into account not only the social ai).d cultural facts of a
society but would Integrate a people's musical forms and their
associated performance roles and styles. It is this central
point that this study is directed: that song forms and perfor¬
mances are themselves models of social behavior that reflect
2
strategies of adaptation to human and natural environments.
The relationship between man, mankind and music is
complex. It is asserted that to measure art or music by the
mass of people to whom it is available is wrong. However, a
variety of individual measures can be drawn together and
i
John Szwed, "Afro-American Musical Adaptation," Afro-
American Anthropology (New York, 1970), p. 227.
^Ibid., p. 220.
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generalized Into a norm which goes beyond the individual.^
It is argued that a work of art or a piece of music can only
address itself to individuals, not to "every man."
Methodology
The research tool used fot acquiring the data was a
questionnaire. The questionnaire, a copy of which is found
in the appendix, was designed to secure quantitative data
descriptive of the social characteristics of the adolescents'
age, sex, family background, religion, education, and self¬
esteem. The questionnaire was also designed to secure
statistical data concerning the adolescents' attitudes towards
various modes of music. Some soclo-psychologlcal questions
were also Included in this questionnaire. These questions
were raised in order to secure data which would provide clues
regarding the forces operating and motivating teenagers.
Soclo-psychologlcal questions were also Included to furnish
the researcher with data which would indicate how the adoles¬
cents see themselves and how they view their social behavior.
The study group selected are Black adolescents in the
thirteen to nineteen age group. The adolescents selected in
Atlanta lived in the Grant Park Section. It became necessary
for the researcher to become acquainted with the respondents
prior to the administration of the questionnaire. This was
^Hans Stuckenschmidt, "Die Musik, Der Menseh Und Die
Menschen," (Music, Man and Mankind), Koelner Zeitschrlft Fuer
Soziologic Und Sozial Psychologie (September, 1969), p. 489.
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necessary so as to establish a working relationship and to
understand better various colloquial terms.
The statistical sample In Atlanta consisted of six
females and eleven males. The questionnaire was completed
by the seventeen respondents In the Fall of 1972.
The adolescents selected In Camden attended a federally-
funded anti-poverty program established to equip school drop¬
outs with a general equivalent diploma (GED) with the Intent
of helping them become employable.
The statistical sample In Camden consisted of ten
females and eight males. The questionnaire was completed by
the eighteen respondents during the Spring of 1973.
A total of thirty-nine respondents were given the
questionnaires. Four questionnaires were not able to be used.
Three of the four were incomplete and one respondent was older
than nineteen years of age. Although the findings apply parti¬
cularly to the studied population, they may be taken as
suggestive of basic features and their probable Incidence In
this kind of urban community.
Major Concepts and Theories
The question of whether there exists a relationship
between music and the shaping of Individuals has been argued
at length In the academies of higher learning. Such an analysis
Is apparent to combine musical analysis with social analysis.^
f
^Ben Sidran, Black Talk (New York, 1971), p. xlll.
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Mr. Sldran adds that in a sense, the musical group is a proto¬
typical social unit (e.g. sets precedence), which evolves
prototypical social patterns, rules, relationships, and thought
patterns. Viewing music as such, one is able to define the
musical culture certainly as being covert. Culture of the
covert nature refers to those concepts people take for granted,
do not remember learning, and often do not realize they know
at all. Most non-verbal behavior falls into the category of
covert culture. Edward T. Hall and other anthropologist
have written at length about the covert aspects of such common¬
place things as the use of time and space, walking, sitting,
standing and carrying burdens (Hall 1959; Blrdwhlstell, 1970).
Covert culture is not normally taught in the formal sense of
the word, but it is learned. Children tend to imitate, and
parents by their behavior and reactions, tend to produce,
sometimes quite unconsciously, the preferred and expected
behavior from their children.
Alan Lomax see music as a reflection of the values and
behavior in culture as a whole and in this respect as ful-
filling a social function. Alan Merriam goes further to say
that music symbolizes a fundamental and social psychological
pattern, common to any given culture.^
^Cora Richards, Man in Perspective (New York, 1972),
p. 180.
2
Alan Merriam, The Anthropology of Music (Northwestern
University Press, 1964), p. 294.
^Ibid., p. 260.
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Clearly the enduring musical culture exists because
the environment Is permeated In a precarious way with music.
And this permeation In turn Is due to the machines evolved
In the last half of the twentieth century; the disc, the film,
the tape and the tube have broadcast music all about us.
The supposed soothing effect of music and Its easy
uses as a signal, a time-filler, a help to memory, and an
arousal of suspense have caused music to be linked with the
advertising, speech-making, news telling, drama, bed time
stories, comic turns, contests which form the staple of radio
and television. Music expresses a content which Is, In Its
essence, that music Is primarily the vehicle for the communi¬
cation of a reality existing Independently of Its embodiment
In music.
Related Literature
There has been a great deal of research undertaken
combining the social, the psychological, and the musical
approaches to human Interaction. Taken from an analytical
soclo-musleal perspective, Norman Whitten's recent work on
Colombian and Ecudorlan Negroes "reveals suggestive directions
for studying social change through symbolic musical behavior...
such a framework would take Into account not only the social
and cultural facts of a musical society, but would also
Integrate a people's musical forms and their associated per¬
formance roles and styles."^ It Is hoped, therefore, that
^John F. Szwed, "Afro-American Musical Adaptation,"
Afro-American Anthropology (New York, 1970), p. 220.
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the literature In this research will serve as a guide In
arriving at some understanding of the status of knowledge
existing In the area of soclo-muslcal analysis.
Some of the literature suggests that music has been
used for understanding adolescent behavior In clinical settings.
As reported In the Journal of Music Therapy. Emily Stevens
and Frank Clark state that "music therapy techniques were
found to be significantly effective In Improving prosoclal
behaviors of five five to seven year old autistic children
within the research setting."^ In an effort to close the
generation gap between students and teachers, an educational
Specialist disclosed. In a study undertaken at the State
University College In New York, that the rapport between
teachers and students was significantly Increased by relating
to the themes In the lyrics of modern "pop" music to themes
In English literature.^ The method employed by the researcher
was to play teenage songs to students In selected tenth grade
English classes and not In other English classes of the same
school to determine whether Interest In and sensitivity to
English literature would be enhanced. It was reported that
the teachers exposed to this techniques experienced Improved
rapport with their class.
As to how children view themselves, Donald Michel and
Dorothea Martin report that In a study of fifteen ten to
^Frank Clark and Emily Stevens,"Music Therapy In the
Treatment of Autistic Children," Journal of Music Therapy,1969.
^Robert Glen, "Closing the Gap," Child Study Center
Bulletin (Buffalo, 1969).
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twelve year olds, fourth to sixth grade problem boys In an
elementary school, may stimulate an Increase In their self-
confidence through the development of a musical skill.^
"Underachievement In music," states Marvin Greenberg,
2
"Is In part a function of the Individual's self-concept."
Underachievement In music Is not only to Imply doing poorly
In a music class but also an Individual's ability to sing In
tune has an effect on one's self-esteem. Mr. Greenberg chose
ten four to six grade students who could not match a given
pitch and who wished to join the chorus and were permitted to
do so. The students showed evidence of poor peer relation¬
ships, academic underachievement and a lack of a strong
feeling about'self and unrealistic self-concepts. After being
In the chorus eleven weeks, four students showed little
progress, one student made some progress and five students
showed significant Improvement In their social behavior and
academic studies.
There Is much more to music than the traditional con¬
cepts that have been discussed. Music Is a form of social
behavior as well as being a symbolic emotional experience.
Whatever understanding may secondarily accrue from music
represents a kind of social sharing of the experience—a being
^Donald Michel and Dorothea Martin, "Music and Self-
Esteem," Journal of Music Therapy, VII (Winter, 1970), p. 124.
2
Marvin Greenberg, "Musical Achievement and the Self
Concept," Journal of Research In Music Education, 1970.
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in harmony with others who sense its beauty.^
Dr. James Carey approaches music from another perspec
tive. A comparison is made to values found in music in 1955
Major categories of values were found to be associated with
autonomy, including making ones own choices with respect to
life styles and sexual mores. The choices are seen to be
positive when they reject a hypocritical society for a more
2
free self-aware type of existence.
In England a social therapeutic jazz club has become
available for young people to help them achieve more mature
social interaction. As well as being therapeutic, music
serves to make employees happier when Inserted into the work
4
environment.
^Peter Ostwald, "Music and Human Emotions," Journal
of Music Therapy. 1966, p. 93.
2
James T. Carey, "The ideology of Autonomy in Popular
Lyrics: A Content Analysis," Psychiatry, 1969, p. 150.
^Charles Winick and Mariane A. Winick, "A Social
Therapeutic Jazz Club in England," International Journal
of Social Psychiatry. 1969.
^J. Jacoby, "Work Music and Morale: A Neglected but
Important Relationship," Personnel Journal. 1968.
CHAPTER II
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THIRTY-FIVE
RESPONDENTS IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA
AND CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
In an attempt to determine socio-economic positions of
the respondents* parents, the respondents were asked the edu¬
cational background or educational achievement of their
parents and If their parents built, bought, or rented their
homes or lived In an apartment.
Frequency Percent
Females Males Females Males Total
ATLANTA 6 11 17 31 48
CAMDEN 10 8 29 23 52
Total 16 19 46 54 100
Age and Sex: The study population consists of thirty-five
respondents. Tables 2 and 3 represents the age and sex dls
trlbutlon for Atlanta and Camden. The data In Table 2
Indicates that In the age distribution, ages fifteen, sixteen,
seventeen and eighteen are equally represented with each
category containing five respondents. The largest age group,
fourteen, contained nine subjects. The population Is fairly
equally distributed according to sex. There were eighteen




. The Age Distribution of Thirty-five Respondents





















Table 3. The Sex Distribution of Thirty-five






Education; When totaling the number of parents’ educational
background, we got the following picture: twelve percent of
the mothers of the respondents attained some college training
as compared with nine percent of the fathers who achieved the
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same level of education. Fourteen percent of the mothers
were high school graduates and twenty-five or seventy-one
percent received some high school education. Seventeen per¬
cent of the fathers of the respondents were high school grad¬
uates and fifty-seven percent of the fathers received some
high school education.
The following tables show how the education of the
parents were distributed into a frequency distribution for
thirty-five respondents. The educational achievement of the
parents had some high school education as the table below
illustrates.
Table 4. The Educational Attainments of Mothers of
Respondents in Atlanta and Camden
GRADE LRVEL Frequency Percent
Grade School or less 1 3
Some High School 25 71
High School Graduate 5 14
Some College 4 12
College Graduate 0 0
Graduate or Prof. 0 0
Total 35 100
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Table 5. The Educational Attainments of Fathers of
Respondents In Atlanta and Camden
GRADE LEVEL Frequency Percent
Grade School or less 6 17
Some high school 20 57
High School Graduate 6 17
Some College 3 9
College Graduate 0 0
Graduate or Prof. 0 0
Total 35 100
The above percentages do not Indicate the number of
the parents who had completed the levels of the school Indi¬
cated In the above table, the percentages show the number of
the parents who attended and attained or achieved a certain
grade or school academic classification In the above shown
school levels. For Instance, some parents attended elementary
school and achieved same or different graduation or better
school academic classification. This Is true also of high
school and beyond high school achievement, some people are
able to finish one school level and go on to finish other
school levels while others finish one school level and leave
school. Still others finish a certain grade or class In a
given school level and drop out of school.
The question of parental Income was not asked the
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respondents because the respondents are not likely to know
their parents precise Income.
The respondents reported that fourteen of their parents
had purchased and owned their home; six reported that their
parents built their home; eight subjects reported that their
parents rented their home and seven reported that their
parents lived In an apartment which Is Illustrated by the
following table.
Table 6. The Housing Status of Parents as Reported
by Thirty-five Respondents
HOUSING STATUS Number Percent
Bought Home 14 40
Built Home 6 17
Rented Home 8 23
Rented an apartment 7 20
Total 35 100
Church Affiliation; The subjects or the respondents acknowl¬
edged many church affiliations as the following table Illus¬
trates. The Catholic and the Methodist have the largest
following of the respondents. There were no Jewish,
Episcopalian or Presbyterians In the studied population.
In regard to actual attendance of church. Table 8
shows fourteen percent attend church four times a month while
forty-nine percent attend services twice a month. Only six
percent attend church less than once a month.
22










No Response 4 11.4
Total 35 100.0






Once a month 2 6
Twice a month 17 49
Three times a month 7 20
Four times a month 5 14
Other 4 11
Total 35 100
Birthplace; The question of where the respondents were born
Is answered first by Inside metropolitan areas and secondly
23
by outside of metropolitan areas. Table 9 shows that the
majority of the respondents were born In urban places, 71.4
percent to be exact. Only ten or twenty-eight percent of the
respondents Indicated that they were born outside of metro¬
politan areas.




















Camden 13 37.1 4 11.4 17 48.5
Atlanta 12 34.3 6 17.2 18 51.5
Total 25 71.4 10 28.6 35 100.0
Marital Status: Table 10 represents data on the marital
status of the thirty-five respondents. Of the total number
of subjects, two are married, twenty-three or sixty-six
percent are single; four are divorced and six separated.
Table 10. Marital Status of Respondents In Atlanta and Camden







THE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
This chapter seeks to analyze the factors hypothesized
as the basis upon which adolescents or teenagers relate to
musical stimuli. The criteria as has already been mentioned
before are: personality traits, church affiliation, socio¬
economic status, musical styles of teenagers, media conveying
musical directive, adolescents self-esteem and teenagers role
In companionship.
Personality Traits
Personality traits are very Important factors when
considering the affective nature of music upon behavior.
First It Is appropriate at this point to define what per¬
sonality traits are before proceeding on to analyze the
reactions of the respondents used In this study In regard to
the question — How would you rate your social behavior?
Personality trait Is a term that has no unanimous agreement
on Its definition, however, outstanding sociologists have
given the definitions of the term that have been widely
accepted such as: personality trait Is "anything by which
one person may be distinguished from one another."^
^Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure
(New York: The Free Press, 1968), p. 890.
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Another definition of personality traits Is that
which "denotes generally, a distinguishing and enduring
characteristic, element, or quality of the human person¬
ality."^ The former definition Is vague and Inadequate but
the latter definition may be used here for It Is clearer and
comprehensive to suit our purpose.
Having defined the term personality trait. It Is now
appropriate to analyze the reactions of the respondents In
regard to the already mentioned question. When the repon-
dents were asked the question, "How would you rate your social
behavior?," the respondents replied In the following manner:
twenty-six of the respondents or seventy-four percent felt
they were very friendly most of the time and eight or twenty-
three percent acknowledged themselves to be usually friendly.
Only one of the sampled respondents felt to be very unfriendly.
Table 11 Illustrates the aforementioned percentages. How¬
ever, when the respondents were asked to rate the way they
usually are, the majority rated themselves at the mld-polnt
of the scale. Fifty-three percent, when asked If they were
happy or sad, picked some of the time and forty-six percent
felt they were happy most of the time. As well as when asked
to rate whether they were good or bad, forty percent stated
they were good most of the time and sixty percent felt they
were good some of the time. See Table 12.
Julius Gould and William Kalb, A Dictionary of the
Social Sciences (New York: The Free Press, 1964), p. 495.
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Table 11. The Answers Given When Asked "How Would you
Rate Your Social Behavior?" of Thirty-Five




of the time 26 74
Usually friendly 8 23
Usually unfriendly 0 0
Very unfriendly 1 3
Total 35 100
Table 12. The Answers Given When Asked Thirty-Five
Respondents to Describe the Way they
Usually are by Percentages
TI anny 46 53 1
Most of the time some of the time none of the time
40 60 0 Bad
Most of the time some of the time none of the time
Sure of
oneself 57 28 15
Unsure of
A a o 1 -F
Most of the time some of the time none of the time
Church Affiliation
The factor of church affiliation in a socio -musio
analysis is also a significant one. The majority of the
respondents who were asked to indicate their church affilia¬
tions indicated they were Catholic by thirty-four percent.
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To add to this when asked how frequent "do you attent reli¬
gious services," seventeen or forty-nine percent of the
respondents indicated twice a month and only two or six
percent indicated they attend religious services once a
month. It is interesting to note that five subjects or
fourteen percent attend religious four times a month.
Socio-Musico Analysis
This is perhaps one of the most Important factors in
determining if such a relationship exists between patterns
of behavior and music. When the respondents were asked what
they consider good music, the researcher received a variety
of responses including a response such as no music. However,
the majority of the respondents selected Soul music or replied
Black music by ninety-four percent or by thirty-four of the
respondents. This is very interesting to note because when
this question is compared to the question to rate how you
usually are, one of the respondents also indicated that he
was happy none of the time or considered to be sad.
In response to the question — How much do you want
to have really close and warm friendships with other people?
— more than forty percent stated that they wanted close
and warm friendships very much; twenty percent of the respon¬
dents indicated that they wanted close and warm friendships
somewhat; and thirteen of the respondents or thirty-seven
percent replied at the negative end of the continuum with
answers as a little and not much at all. This can be seen
by Table 13
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Table 13. Answers Given When Asked "How Much do you Want
to Have Really Close and Warm Friendships With




Very much 15 43
Somewhat 7 20
A little 6 17
Not much at all 7 20
Total 35 100
The respondents were asked to list the names of radio
stations they prefer to listen to. For the subjects who
responded to this question in Atlanta, the consensus among
the group picked WAOR Radio Station; nine subjects mentioned
W160 Radio Station; and a couple of subjects mentioned WXAP
and WQXI.
For the subjects who responded to the question in
Camden, the majority of the respondents chose WDAS Radio
Station; four subjects picked WRTI; two responded WHAT and
one each chose WCAU and WIBG.
For the radio station chosen among adolescents were
the ones who played rhythm and blues, and soul music. WRTI
in Philadelphia was the only station picked that programs
Jazz.
From Table 14 we can see that thirty-three of the
respondents have responded to the radio stations which play
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This factor was very Important among adolescents to
determine if music was the predominating factor in occupying
youths during their spare time. Table 15 Illustrates how
teens replied to activities participated during their spare
time. Over fifty percent of the respondents stated that they
listened to records; twenty-six percent or nine subjects
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replied that they enjoy dancing during their spare time and
seven respondents or twenty percent commented that they
participate In sports during their spare time.
Table 15. The Spare Time Activities Participated In by
Thirty-Five Respondents In Atlanta and Camden
SPARE TIME ACTIVITIES Frequency Percent
Dancing 9 26





When asked to rank In order of preference the three
types of music you most frequently listen to In your spare
time, the respondents In Atlanta picked rhythm and blues,
soul, jazz, spiritual and gospel, hard rock, classical,
popular ballads and choral In that order.
The respondents In Camden chose jazz, spiritual and
gospel, soul, rhythm and blues, popular ballads, hard rock,
classical and choral In that order. It should be mentioned
at this point, that of the nine varieties of music, the
respondents In both Atlanta and Camden chose to pick soul,
"r&b," as the music they listen to most In their spare time.
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Table 16. The Ranking of Music Styles Most Frequently
Listened to by Thirty-Five Respondents in
Atlanta and Camden
Code: l=muslc listened to most
2=muslc listened to second most
3=music listened to third most
MUSIC STYLES Rank (Atlanta) Rank (Camden)
Choral 3 3
Classical to • •CM
Folk 3 3
Hard Rock 2.3 2
Jazz 1.5 1.4
Popular ballads 2.7 2
Rhythm and blues 1.2 1.8
Soul 1.3 1.8
Spiritual and gospel 2 1.4
When asked "how much do you like the following types
of music the heavy majority of the respondents replied that
they liked soul music. Twenty-four respondents out of thirty-
five indicated that they strongly liked soul music, whereas
fourteen or almost half of the respondents indicated that they
were indifferent regarding folk music and strongly disliked
country and western music. Table 17 illuminates this. When
analyzed in terms of percentages, ninety percent of the
respondents have a favorable attitude toward soul music, jazz,
religious music and a somewhat unfavorable attitude toward
classical, country and western, folk and popular music.
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Table 17. The Answers Given of Respondents When Asked












Classical 3 6 7 11 8
Popular 6 7 8 9 5
Country and
Western 0 0 5 16 14
Religious 8 19 4 0 4
Jazz 10 10 11 4 0
Folk 1 6 14 6 8
Soul 24 9 2 0 0
Table 18. The Answers Given of
"How Much do you Like













Classical 9 17 20 31 23
Popular 17 20 23 26 14
Country and
Western 0 0 14 46 40
Religious 23 55 11 0 11
Jazz 28.5 28.5 31 12 0
Folk 3 17 40 17 23
Soul 69 26 5 0 0
When asked who are your favorite artists, the respon¬
dents in Atlanta and Camden listed the same artists: Aretha
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Franklin, A1 Green and Curtis Mayfield were the most fre¬
quently mentioned. Some of the other artists listed as being
favorites were: James Brown, Jerry Butler, Jackson ”5,"
Issac Hayes, Intruders, Billy Paul and the Four Tops to name
a few. In most Instances the respondents Indicated that
they like the aforementioned artists because: "the way he
says things," "the rhythm," "the way he sings," and "because
he's soul."
When asked to list the kinds of situations, they like
to have music, the respondents Indicated a number of situa¬
tions Including: "getting high," "when I'm relaxing," "while
I'm studying," and "when I'm rapping."
In determining how adolescents receive their music In
amount of time listening to the various modes, fifty percent
of the respondents listen to records practically all of the
time as compared to only seven percent listen to tapes and
receive music through the movies, practically all of the
time. Fifty percent of the respondents Indicated that they
listen to the radio very frequently.
In determining the types of music found among record
collections, for those who Indicated they have record collec¬
tions, majority of the records found among the collections
were Blues and Jazz. Forty-three percent Indicated prac¬
tically all of their records was religious music.
For the respondents who responded to the question If
they felt music has had any effect on their day-to-day living.
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Table 19. The Percent of
Modes of Music
Time Listening to various




frequently ally Never Total
Records 50 22 28 0 100
Tapes 7 28 35 30 100
Television 28 21 42 9 100
Radio 38 50 7 5 100
Movies 7 34 57 2 100
Table 20. The Types of Music found among
Collections by Percent
Record




few A few None Percent
Classical 0 0 20 80 100
Blues 63 21 9 7 100
Jazz 60 15 10 15 100
Popular Ballads 22 6 10 62 100
Religious Music 43 21 36 0 100
Total 188 63 85 164
It was noted as indicated by the respondents, that classical,
popular and country and western music has had a very negli¬
gible effect, if any effect at all on the thirty-five subjects
who participated in this study. For the respondents who
indicated that music does have an effect on their daily
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living, religious music was noted to have a great deal of
effect by thirty-three percent of the respondents and thirty-
three percent indicated that religious music has some effect
on the subjects daily living. Soul music was given the
highest percentage as having a great deal of effect by
sixty-six percent of the respondents. The subjects also
indicated that jazz has an effect on their dally living by
sixty percent of the respondents.
Table 21. How Various Music Modes have Affected the












Music ... 40 60 100
Popular
Music — 20 40 40 100
Country and
Western music — 10 40 50 100
Religious
Music 33 33 9 25 100
Jazz Music 30 30 16 24 100
Folk Music 1 11 44 44 100
Soul Music 66 — 17 17 100
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Interpretations from such a small sample must be done
with caution. However, a small sample of people, studied
thoroughly, may provide a good deal of Information about
the total population. Since the sample population consists
of such a small number, some of the findings should be
regarded as suggestive rather than definite when related to
the total realm of adolescent development. Nevertheless,
much of the data are representative of Atlanta and Camden
adolescents.
The research reported In the foregoing pages has
aimed at doing five things; (1) to examine the social char¬
acteristics of the families of adolescents; (2) to describe
selected characteristics of adolescent personality traits;
(3) to examine the type of musical exposure; (4) to describe
the types of music found among record collections; and (5)
to analyze felt associated-affective qualities of music.
This Investigation of thirty-five adolescents In
Atlanta and Camden revolved around these questions:
1. What are the musical styles of teenagers?
2. What are the types of media through which
teenagers are exposed to music?
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3. In what ways are teenagers affected
by the music they listen to?
4. How much time do adolescents spend
with music?
5. In what light do teenagers view their
self-esteem?
6. In what ways are companionship valued?
7. How do teenagers spend their leisure
time?
The summary for this data Is:
1) On the whole, the respondents tend to be In what
could possibly be considered the most difficult age for
adolescent development. They tend to cluster around the
fifteen to eighteen age bracket.
2) The distribution of respondents totaled eighteen
females; and seventeen males.
3) Twenty-three of the respondents are single; two
are married; four are divorced; and six are separated.
4) The majority of the respondents in this study
came from a family where the parents had some high school
education. This was followed by the educational attainment
of high school graduates by five of the respondents; some
college and grade school or less In that order.
5) Characteristically, these respondents have urban
backgrounds as measured by the places of their birth. The
majority of the respondents (71.4%) were born Inside Metro¬
politan areas.
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6) The Catholic, Methodist and Baptist denominations
predominate for the group. Forty-nine percent attend church
about twice a month and twenty percent attend services three
times a month.
7) Forty percent of the respondents parents bought
their homes and seventeen percent had their homes built.
8) Forty-three percent of the respondents would like
to very much establish "really close and warm friendships.
Thirty-seven percent were skeptical In establishing Intimate
relations and twenty percent replied negative.
9) In evaluating themselves, the majority of the
adolescent respondents described the way they usually are In
a positive frame of reference. Ninety-nine described them¬
selves as being happy the majority of the time; one-hundred
percent described themselves as good the majority of the
time; and elghty-flve percent felt themselves to be sure of
themselves the majority of the time.
10) Ninety-seven percent of the respondents felt
they were considerably friendly.
11) The majority of the respondents listen to radio
stations that program soul, and rhythm and blues music.
12) The majority of the respondents participate In
dancing and record listening In their spare time.
13) Seventy-eight percent of the respondents were
positive In their attitudes towards religious music; ninety-
five percent of the respondents were positive In their
attitudes toward soul music
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14) Slxty-slx percent of the respondents stated that
soul music and religious music have an effect on their dally
living; whereas twenty percent were somewhat effected by
popular music; and ten percent felt to be somewhat affected
by country and western music.
Conclusions; The analysis and interpretations of the data on
adolescents of Atlanta and Camden would seem to warrant the
conclusion as follows:
1. The age and sex distribution of respondents in
Atlanta and Camden appears to be Inversely proportioned to
the sampled population studied.
2. The teenagers converge In the most difficult age
group for adolescent adjustment.
3. Teenagers tend to marry at an earlier age, thus
due to the fact of several separations and divorces.
4. A trend In upward mobility Is noticed when com¬
paring parental socio-economic status with the socio-economic
status of the respondents.
5. There appears to be a lessor migration pattern
evident by observing the place of birth for respondents in
Atlanta and Camden.
6. Church attendance Is fairly regular for adoles¬
cents .
7. Home ownership is prevalent throughout the
sampled population.
8. From the self-evaluation, the adolescents have a
positive view of their self-esteem.
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9. Radio stations are reaching the adolescents In
urban areas (Atlanta and Camden).




A STUDY OF MUSICAL INFLUENCES ON TEENAGERS
You are being asked, along with other teenagers, to cooperate
In answering the questions below. You are not being tested,
but rather you are being asked to give freely and frankly your
opinions In answer to the questions given below. Please,
answer all questions as fully as you can. The Information you
provide on this questionnaire will be strictly confidential and
will be used only for research purposes. YOUR NAME IS NOT
REQUIRED.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Personal Data Section (Part One)
Mark or fill In the following:
1. What Is your sex? (Mark one.)
( ) Male ( ) Female
2. What Is your age at your last birthday?
3. Marital Status: (Mark one.)
^Married Single Divorced ^Widowed Separated
4. Place of Birth?
City/Town State
Rural or City? (Circle one)
5. Where do you presently live?
City State
Do you live with? (Circle one.)
(a) parents (b) other relative (c) other persons
(d) live alone
6. Which school do you attend? ^Where?
^What grade? If not enrolled In school, why
did you leave school?7.Are you a member of a church? (Mark your answer X.)
( ) Yes ( ) No
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438.Could you tell me the name of your church?9.If yes, where Is the church located?
Address City State
10. (Mark the correct answer X.)
Are you:
( ) Catholic ( ) Protestant ( ) Jewish
( ) Other (Specify)
11. Which word best describes how often you attend religious
services? (Mark one.)
( ) Four times a month ( ) Three times a month
( ) Twice a month ( ) Once a month
12. Are you now working? (Mark one.)
( ) Yes ( ) No
(If yes) Is that full time or part time? (Circle one.)


























16. My parents have: (Mark one answer X)
( ) built and own their home ( ) bought and own their
home
( ) rented a house ( ) rented an apartment
17. How would you rate your social behavior? (Mark one answer X)
( ) very friendly most of the time
( ) usually friendly
( ) usually unfriendly
( ) very unfriendly
18. What type of activities are you involved in during your
spare time?1. 2.
3.
19. How much do you want to have really close and warm
friendships with other people? (Mark one answer X)
( ) very much ( ) somewhat ( ) a little
( ) not much at all20.Please rank in order of preference, three(3) of the
following activities you engage in during your leisure
time.
INSTRUCTIONS: Use the following scale to rank the
activities of your choice:
1. Those activities you engage in the most
2. Those activities you engage in second most
3. Those activities you engage in third most
( ) picnics ( ) reading ( ) dancing
( ) card playing ( ) bowling
( ) listening to music ( ) theater
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21. Which word best describes the way you usually are:
(Circle the numeral that most closely approximates
how strongly you generally feel.)
Happy 1 2 3 Sad
Most of the time Some of the time None of the time
Good_ 1 2_ 3 ^Bad
Most of the time Some of the time None of the time
Sure of Unsure of
oneself 1 2_ 3 oneself
Most of the time Some of the time None of the time
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Part II1.Rank in order of preference the three types of music you
most frequently listen to in your spare time.
INSTRUCTION: Use the following scale to rank the music
you listen to.
1 « The music you listen to most
2 = The music you listen to second most
3 = The music you listen to third most
( ) classical
( ) popular ballads




( ) spiritual and gospels
( ) folk













3. The kinds of situations in which I like to have music are
when (Please list three)
I am; a.
b.c.
4. How often do you listen to the radio? (Mark one answer X)
( ) Never ( ) Occasionally
( ) rather frequently ( ) very frequently
( ) practically all of the time
5. Which radio stations do you prefer to listen?
(1) (2) (3)6.Do you now have or are you building a record collection?
(Mark one)
( ) Yes ( ) No
7
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If yeS) please mark X In the space that best Indicates
you answer.







f. Choral arrangements '
8. How much do you listen to music?





a. records 1 2 3 4
b . tapes 1 2 3 4
c. television 1 2 3 4
d. radio 1 2 3 4
e. movies 1 2 3 4
9. I am able to: (Mark the space that best Indicates your
response.)
not at moderately quite
all a little well wella.play a musical
Instrument
b. sing solos
c. sing with a
groupd.read musice.write music
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10. In general, I would say that; (Mark the space that best
Indicates your response. Check one statement In each
selection.)
A. ( ) I have little or no musical ability.
( ) I have a fair amount of musical ability.
( ) I have a great deal of musical ability.
B. ( ) 1 do not come from a musical family.
( ) 1 come from a family that Is moderately musical.




) I have little or no Interest In music.
) 1 have a fair amount of Interest In music.
) 1 have a great deal of Interest In music.
D. ( ) I spend very little time on things musical.
( ) I spend a fair amount of time on things musical.
( ) I spend a great deal of time on things musical.
11. Do you have any formal musical training?
X.)
( ) Yes ( ) No
(Mark your answer
INSTRUCTIONS; IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO QUESTION 11 PLEASE ANSWER
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. IF YOU ANSWERED NO, PLEASE SKIP TO
QUESTION 13.
11a. How have you used your training?
11b. Do you enjoy playing the type of music you play?
(Mark your answer X.)
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Sometimes
12. How much time do you spend practicing your musical
Instrument(s)? (Mark your answer X.)
( ) No hours per week
( ) 1-4 hours per week
( ) 5-8 hours per week




) 13-20 hours per week
) 21-35 hours per week
) 36-50 hours per week
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13. Who are your favorite musical artists? List those three
In order of your preference. (Assign one to the musical
artist/group which are best liked, assign number two to
the musical artist/group next best liked and assign number
three to the musical artist/group who are third liked.
1. Best liked
2. Next best liked
3. Third liked
14. What Is It you like about him/her?
In choice one (1) I like about
him/her. In choice two (2) I like
about him/her. In choice three (3) I like
about him/her.
15. What do you like most about his/her music?
In choice one (1) I like most about his/her music Is
. In choice two (2) I like most
about his/her music Is
In choice three (3) I like most about his/her music Is16.Please tell us how much you like the following type of music.
(Mark X In the space that best Indicates your response.)
Strongly Indlf- Dls- Strongjy
Liked Liked ferent liked Disliked
a. Classical music




























17. In your opinion, please tell us, if you feel the following
music has any effect on your day to day living? (Please
mark your answer in the space that best describes your
response.)
Great deal Some Little Not at



























Thank you for answering our questions
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